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FICTION
J Amer-Girl– Meet Josefina, an American Girl*
J Atwater– Mr. Popper’s Penguins
J Avi– The End of the Beginning: Being the Adventures of a Small Snail (and an even Smaller Ant)
J Baglio– Cub in the Cupboard: Animal Ark*
J Blume– Double Fudge*
J Blume– Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
J Cleary– Dear Mr. Henshaw
J Clements– The Last Holiday Concert
J Clifford– Help! I’m a Prisoner in the Library
J Coville– Aliens ate my Homework*
J Dahl– James and the Giant Peach
J Fairies– Vidia and the Fairy Crown: Disney Fairies*
J Funke– Ghosthunters and the Totally Moldy Baroness*
J Gutman– The Homework Machine
J Horowitz– The Falcon’s Malteser: A Diamond Brothers Mystery*
J Howe– Bunnicula: A Rabbit Tale of Mystery*
J Jenkins– Toys Go Out: Being the Adventures of a Knowledgeable Stingray, a Tough Little Buffalo, and Someone Called Plastic
J Korman– Shipwreck: Island Trilogy*
J Lowry– Anastasia at Your Service*
J Lubar– Punished!
J MacDonald– No More Nasty
J Martin– A Dog’s Life: The Autobiography of a Stray
J Mazer– Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Amazing Days of Abby Hayes*
J Pennypacker– Clementine*
J Robinson– The Best Halloween Ever
J Sachar– There’s A Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom*
J Shreve– Joshua T. Bates Takes Charge*
J Wallace– Fast Company: Winning Season*

NON-FICTION
J304.873 Landau– Ellis Island
J398 Osborne– American Tall Tales
J398.296 Washington– A Pride of African Tales
J598.41 Gibbons– Ducks!
J973.09 Cheney– A is for Abigail: an Almanac of Amazing American Women
J975.6 Yolen– Roanoke: The Lost Colony: An Unsolved Mystery from History
### Guided Reading Level - \( R \)
*(Beginning 4th Grade)*

#### FICTION
- J Anderson – Whales on Stilts: M.T. Anderson’s Thrilling Tales*
- J Avi – The Mayor of Central Park
- J Balaban – Beware of Dog: McGrowl
- J Banks – The Indian in the Cupboard*
- J Blume – Otherwise known as Sheila the Great
- J Brink – Caddie Woodlawn
- J Bryant – Horse Show: Saddle Club*
- J Cleary – Strider
- J Clements – Frindle
- J Clements – The Landry News
- J Clements – Lunch Money
- J Creech – Granny Torrelli Makes Soup
- J Coville – The Monster’s Ring: A Magic Shop Book*
- J Dahl – Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
- J Dahl – The Witches
- J DiTerlizzi – The Field Guide: the Spiderwick Chronicles*
- J Fleischman – The Whipping Boy
- J Fletcher – Spider Boy
- J Korman – The Abduction: Kidnapped*
- J Korman – The Discovery: Dive*
- J McKay – Saffy’s Angel*
- J MacLachlan – Sarah Plain and Tall
- J Naylor – Shiloh*
- J Nimmo – Snow Spider: The Magician Trilogy*
- J Paulsen – Hatchet*
- J Paulsen – Lawn Boy
- J White – Stuart Little
- J Winkler – Niagara Falls, or does it?: Hank Zipzer*

#### NON-FICTION
- J551.4637 Stiefel – Tsunamis
- J595.7891 Stewart – A Place for Butterflies
- J599.786 Markle – Polar Bears
- J641.3 Solheim – It’s Disgusting and we ate it!
- J937 Lassieur – The Ancient Romans
Guided Reading Level - S
(Middle 4th Grade)

FICTION
J Avi – Poppy
J Balilett – Chasing Vermeer*
J Bauer – On My Honor
J Birdsal – The Penderwicks: A Summer Tale of Four Sisters, Two Rabbits, and a Very Interesting Boy
J Coville – The Monsters of Morley Manor
J Coville – My Teacher is an Alien*
J Dahl – Matilda
J Dahl – The Twits
J Dear-Amer – Across the wide and lonesome Prairie: the Oregon Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell
J Dear America*
J Eager – Half Magic: Edward Eager’s Tales of Magic*
J Fletcher – Flying Solo
J Giff – Lily’s Crossing
J Giff – Willow Run
J Hannigan – Ida B: … and her Pans to Maximize Fun, Avoid Disaster, and (possibly) save the World
J Ibbotson – The Secret of Platform 13
J Kessler – The Tail of Emily Windsnap*
J Konigsburg – From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
J Napoli – North
J Naylor – The Boys Start the War*
J Norton – The Borrowers
J Paterson – The Great Gilly Hopkins
J Paulsen – The Quilt
J Park – Mick Harte was Here
J Park – Project Mulberry
J Riordan – The Lightning Thief: Percy Jackson and the Olympians*
J Rodda – The Forests of Silence: Deltora Quest
J Smith – The War with Grandpa

NON-FICTION
J577.3 Johansson – The Temperate Forest: A Web of Life
J929.2072 Chin Lee – Amelia to Zora: Twenty-Six Women who Changed the World
J973.099 St. George – So you want to be President?
Fiction
J Armstrong– Whittington
J Auch– Wing Nut
J Bauer– Runt
J Blume– Are you there God? It’s me, Margaret.
J Blume– Blubber
J Byng– Molly Moon’s Incredible Book of Hypnotism*
J Choldenko– Al Capone does my Shirts*
J Colfer– The Supernaturalist
J Coville– Juliet Dove, Queen of Love: A Magic Shop Book*
J Creech– Love that Dog
J Curtis– Bud, Not Buddy
J Farley– The Black Stallion*
J Gantos– What would Joey Do?*
J Gardner– I, Coriander
J Gutman– Mickey and Me: A Baseball Card Adventure*
J Hale– Princess Academy
J Holm– Penny from Heaven
J Horowitz– Public Enemy Number Two: A Diamond Brothers Mystery*
J Lewis– The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe: The Chronicles
of Narnia*
J Lowry– Gossamer
J Nix– Mister Monday: Keys to the Kingdom*
J Paulsen– The Time Hackers
J Schumacher– The Chain Letter
J Van Draanen– Sammy Keyes and the Curse of Moustache Mary*

Non-Fiction
J342.73 Fritz– Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution
J398.2973 San Souci– Cut from the Same Cloth: American Women of Myth, Legend and Tall Tale
J914.29 Heinrichs– Wales
J974.4 Sewall– The Pilgrims of Plimoth
Guided Reading Level - U
(End of 4th/ Beginning 5th Grade)

FICTION
J Ardagh– The Fall of Fergal, or, Not so Dingly in the Dell: Unlikely Exploits*
J Ardagh– A House Called Awful End: The Eddie Dickens Trilogy*
J Baker– Frog Princess
J Burnett– The Secret Garden
J Byars– The Summer of the Swans
J Curtis– The Watsons go to Birmingham– 1963
J Dahl– The BFG
J DiCamillo– The Tale of Despereaux: Being the Story of a Mouse, a
        Princess, Some Soup, and a Spool of Thread
J DuPrau– The City of Ember*
J Estes– Ginger Pye
J Fleischman– The 13th Floor: A Ghost Story
J George– Julie of the Wolves*
J George– My Side of the Mountain
J Gutman– The Get Rich Quick Club
J Horvath– The Pepins and their Problems
J Konigsburg– The Outcasts of 19 Schuyler Place
J Konigsburg– The View from Saturday
J Korman– No More Dead Dogs
J Levine– Ella Enchanted
J Lowry– Number the Stars
J Lowry– Silent Boy
J Ogilvy– Measle and the Wrathmonk*
J Park– A Single Shard
J Ritter– The Boy who Saved Baseball
J Schmidt– First Boy
J Speare– The Sign of the Beaver
J Spinelli– Loser
J Tolan– Surviving the Applewhites
J Van Draanen– Flipped

NON-FICTION
J398.2454 Drake– Dr. Ernest Drake’s Dragonology Handbook: A
        Practical Course in Dragons
J974.71 Mann– Empire State Building
Guided Reading Level -  V
(Beginning of 5th Grade)

FICTION
J Avi– The Fighting ground
J Avi– The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle
J Babbitt– Tuck Everlasting
J Burnford– The Incredible Journey
J Creech– Absolutely Normal Chaos
J Creech– Ruby Holler
J Dowell– The Secret Language of Girls
J Du Bois– The Twenty-One Balloons
J Giff– Pictures of Hollis Woods
J Gliori– Pure Dead Magic
J Hesse– The Music of Dolphins
J Horvath– Everything on a Waffle
J Larson– Hattie Big Sky
J L’Engle– A Swiftly Tilting Planet: Time Quintet*
J Lowry– Messenger
J Lupica– Heat
J Morgan– The Boy who Spoke Dog
J O’Brien– Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh
J Paulsen– Dogsong
J Park– When My Name was Keoko
J Patron– The Higher Power of Lucky*
J Peck– A Long way from Chicago
J Peck– A Year Down Yonder
J Raskin– The Westing Game
J Sachar– Holes
J Snicket– The Bad Beginning: A Series of Unfortunate Events*
J Taylor– The Cay

NON-FICTION
J811.54 Woodson– Locomotion
J910.922 Fritz– Around the World in a Hundred Years: From Henry the Navigator to Magellan
J974.4 Mayflower– Mayflower 1620: A New Look at a Pilgrim Voyage